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 is compatible to PC, MAC, PDAs and Android. It can offer you the ideal user experience for your daily work. The advanced
image recognition technology provides you the most amazing picture correction and correction. It can enhance and correct the

image files that you capture. It has got the advanced palm rejection technology which gives you the best experience in shooting.
The advanced lens easily achieves the excellent images, while you can easily capture all sorts of multi-angle shooting videos.
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Model: CT-PEN7000U/CN1/IN Availability: Currently, the price of this model is $114.99. Click here to buy this model.
Compatible Models: Epson C7000 Series Epson C6800 Epson C7000 Epson C8200 Epson C6170 Epson C6000 Cute and

lightweight stylus pen It is light and compact, which can be easily be carried with you anywhere. The handy laser beam makes it
simpler for you to use. Easy-to-operate camera You can capture the multi-angle video of high quality while you shoot on it.

Color image recognition technology It has got the advanced image recognition technology, which can enhance and correct the
image files that you capture. High-speed & Fine Capabilities Adopt the most advanced image recognition technology. The high-

speed and fine capabilities can adjust the image by a few seconds to a few minutes. Stable touch & sure hold You can use the
advanced image recognition technology to enhance and correct the image files that you capture, while the high-speed and fine

capabilities can adjust the image by a few seconds to a few minutes. Compatible camera The advanced image recognition
technology can enhance and correct the image files that you capture. Compatible with PC, MAC, and Android The Epson stylus

pen can offer you the ideal 82157476af
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